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SUMMARY

The Darwin River damsite, 28 miles south-east of Darwin, and two
alternative possible pondage sites, were investigated at the request of the
Commonwealth Department of Works. The investigation included detailed
geological mapping, diamond drilling and water-pressure testing of drillholes.
Seismic investigations, carried out by the Geophysical Branch of the Bureau,
have been reported on by Andrew (1964)-

The country rock at the damsite consists of folded interbeds of
hard, strong quartzite, quartz phyllite and weak, soft schist, of the Lower
Proterozoic Acacia Gap Tongue of the Masson Formation, and the underlying,
prominently-cleaved, carbonaceous, pyritio schist of the Golden Dyke Form-
ation. 'Several tight overturned folds observed in a railway cutting have
axial planes that dip 45 to the north-west; the folds plunge to the south-
west at 350 . The occasional boudins of hard quartzite beds, slip cleavage
in the incompetent soft schist interbede and sheared quartz stringers along
the bedding planes, are additional evidence of the strong deformation the
strata have undergone.

Diamond drilling at DDH2 and DDH3 intersected numerous narrow shear
zones at the base of the Acacia Gap Tongue. The shears appear to be strati-
graphically controlled along the formation contact and are characterized by
broken drill core with clay on partings, decomposition of the schist to a soft
blue silty clay, and a high concentration of pyrite crystals. Drill core and
water-pressure testing near the formation contact indicated a high fracture
permeability. It will be necessary to have an effective grout curtain
beneath the foundations to an average maximum, depth of 100 feet. A chemical
grout would be preferable to a cement grout since the foundations contain a
high percentage of pyrite.

Two seismic low velocity zones were outlined by the Geophysical
work near the proposed axis of the dam. Subsequent diamond drilling in the
southern abutment (DDH1) indicated weathered rock of low compressive strength
from a depth of 0-38 feet; strong fresh quartzite underlies the weathered
rock. The strata were found to have a low to moderate permeability from 0-85
feet in depth.

Detailed geological mapping indicates that the low velocity zone
east of the proposed axis of the dam, was probably the near-surface expression
of the Acacia Gap-,Golden Dyke Formation contact. Intersections by DDH2 and 3
at adepth of about 90 feet showed that the rock is sheared, highly permeable,
and weathered near the formation contact. It is suggested that several pits be
sunk in both low velocity zones and samples be taken for laboratory testing.

The foundations of the proposed dam consist of hard strong quartzite
interbedded with soft weathered schist. The beds vary in thickness from 2
to 20 feet and it is expected that the schist will be found weathered and
decomposed even at depth (Appendix 2). It is concluded that an earth or rock-
fill dam would be best suited to the conditions at the site and, subject to
further testing as indicated in the report, is feasible. Materials for a
concrete, earth or rock-fill dam are available within the distance of economic
transport, but further testing and proving of reserves will be needed.

sue
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Serious leakage is not expected through the saddle areas.
However, further investigation of the second saddle site will be required on
the completion of a topographic survey of the western part of the reservoir.

Geological mapping and diamond drilling at the proposed pondage
sites has shown that, subject to the clays being stable, Site A would be
preferable to Site B since extensive grouting of the foundations beneath the
river would be required at Site B. The foundations,at Site A are found to
consist of impermeable clay with rare bands of quartzite and crystalline
phosphate rock. It may be necessary to out a deep slot in each bank at Site
A and replace the weak material by rock fill to enhance the soundness of the
abutments. The foundations at Site B are of slightly weathered sandstone from
a depth of 5-50 feet and would be of adequate strength for a small dam.

INTRODUCTION

Water for Darwin is at present supplied by pipe-line from Manton
Dam, 35 miles south-east of Darwin. Water-sheds to the south of Darwin are
formed by narrow ridges of resistant arenaceous rock of the Precambrian Masson
Formation. They separate flat alluvial plains which are commonly underlain by
siltstone and slate of the Golden Dyke Formation. The hot climate and shallow
average depth of possible reservoirs would result in high losses of stored
water, relative to capacity. Generally the ratio of catchment area to stored
water volume would also be unfavourable.

V^A request by the Commonwealth Department of Works, for a geological
investigation of a damsite on the Darwin River, was received early in 1963.

The proposed scheme involves the construction of a dam across the
Darwin River, and consideration was also given to a small pondage dam six
miles farther downstream to reduce the length of pipeline to Darwin. The dam
may have a maximum height of 75 feet and a crest length of 800 feet; a
maximum storage capacity of the reservoir would be 143,000 acre/feet and the
surface area 7,600 acres, representing 8% of the catchment area which is 78
square miles (Hays, 1962). Additional catchment would be added to the scheme
by constructing the small pondage dam.

. Looation and Access

The Darwin River damsite lies in a gap in a north-north-west
trending ridge of quartzite and schist metasediments, and is 28 miles south-.
south-east of Darwin (Plate 4). (it is on the Darwin 1:250,000 sheet (SD52-4)
at latitude 12 °50, longitude 130°58'. The proposed axis of the dam is half
a mile to the south-east of the Darwin River railway siding and a hundred feet
to the west of the railway bridge (Plate 5)0

Access to the site is by the tar-macadam Stuart Highway for 35miles, thence 10 miles westerly along an all-weather gravel road to the former
Royal Australian Air Force (RAAF) construction camp (used to house personnel
working a nearby quarry), and one mile south by bush track along the Darwin
River.

The two proposed pondage.damsites are within a quarter of a mile
of one another, and can be reached by bush track, 4 miles north-westerly from
the Southport railway siding (Plate 4).
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freviousla.221.igations

The geology of the region embracing the damsite, storage and
catchment areas, and pondage sites is reported on by Malone (1962).

A preliminary geological investigation of several possible
damsites was carried out by Hays (1962). He reported that the Darwin River
site near the R.A.A.F. quarry was the most suitable of the four sites
investigated. The site is not as favourable hydrologically as the Adelaide
River site but has several economic advantages. The lower cost of the shorter
pipeline and lower pumping charges would be partially offset by the need to
re-route the railway line if the scheme was approved.

The strata at the Darwin River damsite are interbedded quartzite
and phyllite of the Acacia Gap Member of the Lower Proterozoic Masson
Formation. Hays reported that large faults are not apparent in a railway
cutting through the damqte, where the rocks are well exposed. The sedi-
ments strike 015 to 025 and dip 40 -65 west-north-west; joints are well
developed and dip easterly. Seismic testing and drilling, to determine depth
of fresh rock and foundation conditions beneath the river banks were recommended.

The Darwin River pondage site was described (Hays, 1962) as
extending for about a mile in a shallow gorge in the Upper Proterozoic Depot
Creek Sandstone Member of the Buldiva Formation. The sandstone is strongly
silicified and well jointed; bedding is flat to undulating, and joints are
sealed' with sandstone breccia.

Barclay and Shields (1963) described the rocks of the railway
cutting at the damsite, as interbedded quartzite, quartz phyllites, and red
and grey banded shale with occasional black slates; they noted the presence
of iron and copper pyrites near the centre of the cutting. Several tight,
overturned folds with axial plane dips of 45 to the north-west, plunge at
an angle of 350 to the south-west. Drag folds, sigmoidal (slip) cleavage
in incompetent soft rocks, and occasional boudinage of hard quartzite beds
were also mentioned by the writers.

The faults noted in the railway cuttings are mainly bedding plane
slips with slickensides and sheared quartz stringers along the bedding planes.
The writers observed a strong photo-linear feature trending north-west for
a distance of 4 miles through the damsite, and suggested it may represent a
major fault zone o Seismic testing across the feature produced no evidence
for a fault° Seismic testing of the damsitey two saddles and two possible
minor pondages was carried out by the Geophysical Branch of the Bureau
concurrently with the geological mapping (Andrewp 1964)0

REGIONAL GEOLOGY

Stratigrap ^Plate 4) 
Lower Proterozoic

The Batchelor Group of sediments are the oldest rocks in the area,
and can be divided into four formations which tend to be lenticular and to be
restricted to the Batchelor region. Total thickness of the group has been
estimated at 5000 feet. Beestons Formation (1000 feet thick) of arkose,
greywacke and conglomerate is the basal member of the group and has probably
been deposited on basement. The Celia Dolomite (1000 feet), of silicified,
and in part brecciated, algal dolomite, overlies the Beestons Formation and
is overlain by quartz greywadke, siltstone and conglomerate of the Crater
Formation (2000 feet). The Coomalie Dolomite (1000 feet) topmost member of
the group, consists of silicified dolomite with some siltstone and calcilu-
tite
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The Goodparla Group consists of three peneeontemporaneous form-
ations with lateral transitions from one to the other. The Mount Partridge
Formation, of conglomerate and ripple-marked sandstone, is succeeded to the
west by the Masson Formation, which is made up of lenses of quartz greywacke
and siltstone. Farther to the west the Golden Dyke Formation intertongues
with the Acacia Gap Tongue of the Masson Formation.

The Masson Formation ranges in thickness up to 10,000 feet; it
consists of lenses of quartz greywacke intercalated with siltstone. The
Acaeia Gap Tongue of the Masson Formation consists of silicified and pyritic
quartz greywacke or sandstone, interbedded with pyritic slate, schist and
carbonaceous siltstone.: The Member is about 3000 feet thick and interfingere
with the Golden Dyke Formation of pyritic carbonaceous siltstone, marl and
chert. The Golden Dyke Formation is readily recognised but rock types vary
considerably from place to place from thin-bedded siltstonel marl and dolo-
mite to massive and nodular chert, limonitic greywacke and pyritic carbon- •
aceous dolomitic marl. It is about 9000 feet thick and conformably overlies
the Coomalie Dolomite.

The sediments reflect geosynclinal conditions, with a shelf fades
to the east and deeper water sediments, probably formed by turbidity
currents, in the west.

The Finniss River Group consists of two formations, also with a
lateral facies relationship. The Noltenius Formation, of siltstone, greywacke
and quartz pebble conglomerate, grades basinwards into the Burrell Creek
Formation, of fine-grained,greywacke and siltstone.

"Part of the Noltenius Formation was redistributed basinwards by
turbidity currents, as a result of which lenses and tongues of coarse elastic
material overlie and interfinger with finer elastics of the Burrell Creek
Formation" (Malone, 1962).

The group is about 10,000 feet thick and structures typical of
turbidity current deposition, such as graded bedding, are present.

1122er Proterozoie

The Depot Creek Sandstone Member of the Buldiva Sandstone consists
of pink ripple-marked quartz sandstone with lenses of hematite.breceia and
quartz pebble conglomerate, unconformably overlying Lower Proterozoic rocks.

The sandstone occurs as remnants and in the Darwin River area,
represents Upper Proterozoic sedimentation which is well-developed and widely
preserved to the south.

Mesozoic - Lower Cretaceous

The Mullaman Beds consist of sandstone, conglomerate, radiolarian
shale and porcellanite; they unconformably overlie the Lower Proterozoic rocks -
The sediments are well exposed along the coastal cliffs of Darwin where they
are up to 50 feet thick.

MUch of the Tertiary lateritic material draped over the Mesozoic
sediments has been derived from the Cretaceous sediments. A description of
the alluvial sediments and ferricrete profile to east of the damsite is given
in the section on earth materials (see Plates 5 and 7).

Rum Jungle Granite  Complex

The Complex crops out two miles to the north of the township of
Batehelor and has been divided into six major units by Rhodes (1964); these
are in order of decreasing age,schist and gneisses, granite gneiss, meta-
diorite, coarse granite, large feldspar granite and leucocratic granite.'



aThe granites have formed a basement upon which metasediments rest
unconformably, and folding of the Complex has resulted in the Lower Protero-
zoic metasediments being domed over granite. Low grads regional metamorphism,
of the greenschist facies, has resulted in mineral assemblages previously
interpreted as due to contact metamorphism around the periphery of the
granite. A full account of the genetic relationships and distribution of
rook types in the Complex is given by Rhodes (1964)0

Structure (Plata 4)

A structural study of the Rum Jungle area by P. Williams of
Consolidated Zinc (personal communication) has indicated that three major
periods of folding are presents, an early east-west folding, a period of
north-west folding, and a subsequent folding sub-parallel to the Giants Reef
Fault. The dominant fold direction in the Pine Creek Gepsyncline is north-
west. Fold axes trend almost due north in the northern part of the Finnis
Graben (Malone, 1962) and synclines are well exposed.

Two major fault zones are shown on the regional map of Rum
Jungle area (see Plate 4).

(i) The Giants Reef Fault, which is a horizontal tear fault of
displacement three miles, along which the west block moved north.

(ii) The Mount Fitch Fault, although not well exposed at the surface,
has been exposed during mining in the Mount Fitch Prospect. The throw has
been estimated at 5000 feet (Malone, 1962)0 The Mount Fitch Fault passes
close to the west of the damsite,but lies outside the storage area and would
not provide a leakage path from the proposed reservoir.

SEISMIC ACTIVITY

A seismological observatory was installed in Darwin, by the Bureau
of Mineral Resources during 1961. Enquiries have indicated that before then
an earth tremor with a possible intensity of IV (Modified Mercalli scale)
occurred about 1950. Significant earth tremors recorded in Darwin since
April 1961 are given in Table I.

Table Is Earth tremoFs_roorded in,Darwla_hlEil 1961  - December 1261.
^Date .^Origin Time^Epicentre^Depth Intensity^Comment

at
^

(Darwin)
Darwin

^

14.2.63^07 04 40.8 7.25 128.2E 197km II - III Felt by
Banda Sea^ people at
Area^ rest.

Objects
swung.

Some cracks
in buildings
and movement
of stationary
vehicles.
People ran
out of
buildings.

WrIY-7

0; 17 17^8S 129.5E^100km^-VI

.17MIMMEIMMIIMMIZ
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in Darwin. About ten minor tremors of intensity less than I are recorded daily

The Northern Territory of Australia is not considered to be a
seismically active region. Epicentres of earth tremors felt in Darwin
generally originate to the north of New Guinea and it is considered unlikely
that tremors of magnitude greater than VII (Modified Mercalli scale) would be
experienced in the life of the dam.

DAMSITE GEOLOGY

Interbedded quartzite and schist of the Acacia Gap Member inter-
tongue with pyritic carbonaceous siltstone* of the Golden Dyke Formation near
the Darwin River railway bridge (see Plate 8). Acacia Gap metasediments crop
out downstream from the bridge over a distance of about a mile, but the
-thickness of the formation is considerably less than this figure. Regionally
the structure appears simple, with a regular bedding dip to the north-west,
but in the R.A.A.F. aggregate quarry and the railway cutting, the complex
structure is apparent. The strata have been regionally metamorphosed and
contorted into isoclinal folds.

The Golden Dyke Formation tends to have sparse outcrop and to
underlie low areas of the land surface; it is mainly covered by alluvium
near the damsite. It has been intersected in power auger holes (Plate 5) to
the west of the Darwin River and in diamond drill holes (Plate 13) to test
the foundations of the dam. The formation near the railway is overlain by
metasediments of the Acacia Gap Tongue; it dips at 50 degrees to the west
and strikes at 040 degrees.

Many of the structural features noted in the Acacia Gap Tongue,
such as very tight folding and boudinage, have formed because hard competent
quartzite is interbedded with soft incompetent schist, and the area as a
whole was subjected to intense regional pressures during Proterozoic time:

Areas to the east and west of the damsite are covered by a veneer
of Recent pisolitic laterite (ferricrete) and by sediments deposited by the
Darwin River. A description is given in the section on earth materials.
(See Plate 5).

Et-12,E212.4.12T

Prior to deformation the strata of the Acacia Gap Tongue probably
consisted of horizontally bedded sandstone, siltstone and shale. Strong
regional stresses have altered the mineralogical composition and physical prop-
erties of these beds, to form compact regional metamorphosed rocks.

Schistosity, slaty cleavage, bedding plane slippage, and boudinage
structures are features typical of strong deformation of interbedded competent
and incompetent rocks; they are found where interbedded quartzite and schist
are exposed in the costeans and railway cutting. The strata have been folded
into isoclinal recumbent folds which plunge to the south-west at 35 degrees:
(Plate 9 and Plate 1, Fig. 1). Fold axial planes in the railway cutting (Plate
9) generally strike south-west and dip 45 degrees to the north-west. The
amplitude of the folds ranges from 1 to 20 feet; several folds of large
amplitude (50 feet) were noted in the R.A.A.F. quarry. (Plate 1, Fig. 2).
Boudins have formed where rigid beds of quartzite have parted in a zone of
tension with recrystallization of quartz between the rounded segments. The
boudins are invariably formed in zones of strong folding.

Faulting

Detailed geological mapping of the railway cutting, costeans, and
both abutments of the dam has not revealed the presence of any major faults.
Some evidence of differential movement of strata, such as bedding plane slips
and faint slickensides, has been noticed. It is difficult to detect shearing

* Petrographic examination of selected specimens of drill core suggests that the
rock mapped at the surface and logged in drillholes variously as schist, phyllite,
sill-stone and shale is, in fact,'cuartz-sericite schist (commonly pyritic and
carbonaceous) see Appendix 1 and g.



in the schist bedth0 unless it cuts across the stratification. The plane of
least resistance to movement would be parallel to the cleavage in the schist
and invariably minor adjustments have occurred along thisplane.

Small zones of shattering and thin quartz veins were noticed at
the eastern section of the railway cutting within 50 . feet of the beundary of
the seismic low velocity zone (see Plate 8).

Numerous narrow shear and shatter zones intersected by diamond
drill holes 1 9 2 9 3 9 in. the abutments and beneath the river (see Plates 10 9

11 9 12) 9 were found to have several features in common viz.,

(a) The diamond drill core is broken into 1-3 inch lengths.

(b) Small shattered pieces (t inch long) of schist or siltstone
are thinly coated with kaolinitic clay.

(o) Thin quartz veins occur along the shear zones.

(d) A high percentage of pyrite crystals, up to inch across,
are present in the zones.

(a) The zones invariably have a high permeability 9 in excess of
1000 feet/year.

Details of these crush and shear zones are noted in the drill logs
(Appendix 2) and a summary is given under °possible cause of water loss ° in
Table 3. (See also Plates 10 9 11 9 12).

A region of low seismic velocity to the east of the damsite was
outlined in a seismic survey by the Geophysical Branch (Andrew 9 1964)9 and
postulated to be a shear zone. The approximate location was given as east
of geophysical pegs F9 9 A8 9 D19 9 and 012 (see Plate 8). Detailed geological
mapping indicates that the low velocity region coincides with the surface
contact of the Acaeia Gap Tongue on the west 9 and the Golden Dyke Formation. •
The Golden. Dyke Formation ; consisting mostly of carbonaceous, pyritic
siltstone 9 would have a lower seismic velocity than the much more compact
quartzite-schiet interbeds of the Acacia Gap Tongue. The boundary between
the two units has been intersected about 100 feet beneath the river by
drill holes 2 and 3. Small shear zones were intersected during drilling,
close to and on either side of the contact. The small shear and crush zones
possibly extend to the surface along the Acacia Gap-Golden Dyke boundary
(see Plate 13).

Andrew also recorded a low velocity zone 9 interpreted as a shear
zone, fr.= the river to the crest of the southern abutment 500 feet distant
(Plate 8). The width of the zone was found to range from 40 feet near the
river to 100 feet along C traverse. Drill hole DDB2 was drilled to enter
the low velocity zone. The core ; althougl2Aroken 9 does not indicate a
major fault or shear in the low velocity"! Closely-jointed weathered
quartzite, weathered phyllite and quartz phyllite 9 with some thin clay
lenses (formed by weathering along the cleavage) were intersected. Water-
pressure testing showed the strata to be nearly impermeable from 35 feet to
a depth of 100 feet.

Sehistositv

The beds of the Acacia Gap Tongue are from several inches to 15
feet across with an average thickness of 5 feet. Tension joints are present
in the quartzite near the °nose ° and along the flanks of folds (Plate 1 9

Fig. 1). Many of the joints are thinly filled with iron oxides and are
perpendicular to the bedding; their intersection with the plane of
schistosity of the quartzite (which is roughly parallel to the bedding),

r ,
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gives a iblocicy° shape to weathered exposed faces. Faint slickensides and
bedding—plane slips are common features at the contact between beds of
schist and quartzite. A well—developed fracture cleavage almost parallel to
the bedding is present in the schist.

The bearing and inclination of joint planes recorded from outcrops
of quartzite on both abutments have been plotted in stereogram form and as
frequency diagrams in Plates 14 and 15. Two dominant directions of jointing
and the plane el schistosity can be clearly discerned in each abutment:

North abutment

1. A prominent joint direction of 0900 with an inclination of 70 °
to the south.

20 A strong set of joints with a bearing of 3450 and inclination
of 50° to the east.

3. The plane of schistosity has a bearing of 035 ° and an
inclination of 38° to the west.

South abutment 

1. A strong set of joints with a bearing of 080 ° and inclination
of 75° to the south.

2. A set of joints, with a bearing of 355 ° and inclination of 60 °
to the east.

3. The plane of schistosity has a bearing of 020 ° and an inclin-
ation of 38° to the west.

In the holes drilled in the abutments of the damsite, at a depth
of from 0-15 feet, the joints were found to be filled with a red iron oxide
cement up to inch wide. From 15-35 feet the joints are filled with pale
grey clay and some iron oxides and have an average width of 1/16 inch;
below 35 feet depth the joints are closed or cemented with a thin film of
pyrite. The joint spacing revealed in diamond drill core varies with rock
type, degree of weathering, thickness of the beds, and proximity to shear
zones. The number of fractures per linear foot of drill core has been
recorded in the geological logs (see Appendix 2).

Plates 14 and 15 show a marked difference in the direction of the
long axes of quartzite outcrops in the two abutments: in the south abutment
most strike 360 but in the north abutment 035 is the main direction.
Moreover there is a difference of 10 degrees in the bearing of the two major
joint directions in the two abutments. Topography may explain part of the
apparent variance in bearing of the outcropping quartzite beds but not the
pronounced divergence of strike of both the schistosity and the joint planes.

ENGINEERING GEOLOGY

PermeabilatzleAtIng
Technlaas

Equipment used is listed, with comment, in Table 2.

The length of each test section was governed by the nature of the
rock. Generally a 20—foot section was used if the water loss.was moderate
and. a 10—foot section used if the water loss was high (more than 0.8 gallons/
minute/linear foot of test section). The position of the packer was selected
from an inspection of the core.
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A safe pressure of 1 pound per vertical foot of depth from the
ground surface to the top of the test section, to a maximum gauge pressure
of 40 psi, was used. This value was estimated to exceed the theoretical head
of water impounded in the reservoir area. An effective pressure in the test
pressure in the test section was calculated by adding the hydrostatic pressure
of water above the water table to the gauge pressure, and subtracting the

• frictional loss of head in the pipes.

a

Permeability tests were run until stable conditions of pressure
and flow of water into the strata were obtained. A test was considered
satisfactory if three consistent water loss figures were obtained at four
successive pressure increments. At the conclusion of each test the water loss
in gallons per minute was plotted against gauge pressure.

ReliabiliIy_of results

At the conclusion of each permeability test, the loss of water
in the test section per unit time for each pressure increment, was plotted*
In almost every test a linear plot of gallons of water loss per minute
against pounds per square inch of gauge pressure, indicated a reliable value
of the fracture permeability.

Permeabilit of the foundations

A sharp line of demarcation in permeability was found between
sound unfractured rock and rock that had been subjected to shearing, shattering
or closely—spaced open jointing, in the foundations at Darwin River. The
sound unfractured rock generally had a permeability less than 150 feet/year
and the sheared rock was found to range in fracture permeability from 800 feet/
year to a maximum water loss of 2.1 g.p.m./linear foot with no back pressure,
for the section 149-160 feet of hole No. 1.

The crush zones and shear zones are characterized by the broken
nature of the recovered core (1",pieces), small quartz veins, decomposition
of schist to a soft blue 'pug', and abundant pyrite crystals.

Nine regions of high water loss, with permeabilities of more than
800 feet/year have been distinguished from data obtained in drill holes 1,
2 and 3. A summary of the zones of high fracture permeabilities, possible causes
of water loss, and reduced levels of each zone is given in Table 3.

Zones F and I (Plates 11 and 12)

Zones F 011g and I (DDH3) were intersected between reduced levels
-59 feet and —90 feet in the Golden Dyke Formation. The rock is closely
shattered pyritic carbonaceous siltstone; some partings are thinly coated
with clay. The permeability of Zone F was about 1100 feet/year, and of
Zone I about 1200 feet/year.

The proximity of the two zones F and I, close agreement in
permeability and position of intersection suggest that the same area of
shattering has been intersected by the two diamond drill holes. The area of
shattering would be at least 25 feet long between holes 2 and 3 and 30 feet
wide.

An inclined diamond drill hole (50 oE) placed near the centre of
the river at grid reference 175N 25W 2 between bore holes No. 2 and 3, to a
depth of 150 feet, should show if this area of shattered rock extends to the
surface beneath the river. The hole would also serve to check if zones AB,
DE ; and H extend to the surface (see below), and give an estimate of the
sediment thickness in the Darwin River.
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• kkjind. H. (Plates 10, 11 and 12)

The zones fall within a depth range of 50 to 110 feet below the
surf ace. Zones AB and DE lie at the base of the Acacia Gap Tongue and Zone H
near the top of the Golden Dyke Formation. The fracture permeabilities
calculated in the test sections range from 1000 feet/year to 6650 feet/year
(Table 3).

The zones are all close to the steeply dipping Acacia Gap
Tongue - Golden 'Dyke Formation contact (Plate 13). The surface expression of
this contact has been outlined by Andrew (1964) as a seismic low velocity
zone east of the damsite (Plate 8). The contact dips at about 50 °W beneath
metasediments of the Acacia Gap Tongue; it has been intersected at a depth
of about 90 feet from the surface in drill holes 1 and 2 (Plate 13).

Numerous narrow shear zones, characterized by broken core with
clay on the partings, decomposition of the rock, and a high concentration of
pyrite crystals, are found in the contact zones. The fracturing and shearing
has been stratigraphically controlled and follows the bedding. The high
fracture permeability in these zones, is due to the narrow shears and fractures
in the Strata, and the water loss is believed to have been along them.

The likelihood of leakage along zones AB, DE, H, and along the -
formation boundary is not considered to be serious as there is no evidence to
indicate that the fractures and shears are interconnected. Further, the
formation boundary is steeply dipping at about 500W and any possible path of
leakage through the confining ridge would be at least 800 feet long. There is,
however, the possibility that these stratigraphically controlled fractures and
shears may extend around the eastern periphery of the Acacia Gap - Golden
Dyke oontact, a distance of about three miles. This should be checked by a
shallow diamond drill hole through the formation contact, to the south of the
damsite.

KA
Pvrite (Appendix 1)•

Three diamond drill holes at the datsite have intersected strata
containing a rather high concentration of pyrite (0.5 to 3%) as fine-grained
disseminations and thin veinlets up to inch thick, below a depth of 35 feet.
The pyrite has been partially leached from the surface outcrop by thorough
tropioal weathering. Relic pyrite casts and some fine disseminations of
pyrite are to be found to a depth of 35 feet, in strata of the Acacia Gap
Tengue.

The Golden Dyke Formation, below a depth of 120 feet, has
numerous thin veinlets of pyrite up to -6- inch thick, parallel to the cleavage.
From arm intersaotions it is estimated that one pyrite vein occurs per linear
fact (Appendix 2). Regional mapping of the Rum Jungle area (Malone, 1962)
has shown that the Golden Dyke Formation is characterized by a high pyrite
eontent. The pyrite is syngenetic in origin; it was probably formed during
depesition of the beds.

Abundant pyrite has been found along.beddingplanes of weathered
sehiet and aaeng thin veinlets of quartz in fracture zones. Crystals of pyrite
from -t3- to^inch across, are present in these zones.

Pyrite i8 also found as thin 'films along joint planes.



•
Reactiplof_pyrite with cement 

In the presence of air, including air dissolved in water,
pyrite tends to oxidize slowly to form iron sulphate and possibly some
sulphuric acid. . Small concentrations of either are highly aggressive to
cement. However below the level of possible oxidation, cement would be
unaffected by the presence of pyrite.

It should be noted that pyrite is present in all zones of high
leakage, indicating only partial oxidation. Where oxidation is complete
fractures and partings tend to be plugged by clay.

Strength of the Foundations 

The quartzite is a moderately jointed, strong, hard, silicified
rock with a high compressive strength and has been little affected by
weathering. This is in contrast to the schist which has been weathered to
depths of 100 feet, owing to the presence of small shear zones along which
ground water has moved. The dark-grey schist has a prominent cleavage sub-
parallel to the bedding, is soft, and of loW compressive strength. Weathered
schist in drillholes is a dark-blue, soft, friable silty clay with abundant
pyrite crystals.

The seismic survey at the damsite indicated a change in seismic
velocity along traverse A (Plate 13) . from 3000 feet/second to 11,000 feet/
second at a depth of 10 feet. Seismic profiles along traverSes D and .E
indicate depths of 25 feet and 50 feet:resPectively for this same boundary.
Andrew (1964) has pointed out that, "there may be further weak layers below
the depths determined on the north-south traverses whereas in the east-west
direction the depths determined are to continuous solid material". The high
seismiä velocities (11,000 feet/second)' recorded ata depth range of 10 to 50
feet are from interbeds of hard silicified quartzite. However the seismic
refraction method does not record the presence of low velocity weathered rock
beneath a high velocity refractor: diamond drilling in the abutments of the
dam have shown that weathered beds of schist are present to a depth of about
100 feet below the ground surfaCe (Plate 11 and 12).

It is therefore considered that the seismic profile (3000-10,000
feet/second) as shown on Plate 13 does not indicate the depth to fresh
bedrock but rather represents the top of hard rock interbedded with weathered
rock.

Andrew (1964) postulated a shear zone in the southern abutment
between geophysical pegs D6 to D7 and C7 to C9 (Plate 8).^Subsequent diamond
drilling of this zone at DDH1 has shown that weathered reddish-grey phyllite
and bands of grey vuggy hard quartzite are present at a depth 0-7 feet;
slightly weathered quartzite with some interbedded weathered phyllite occurs
from 7-17 feet; weathered phyllite, rare thin bands of hard quartzite or
quartz phyllite, with some decomposedlAyllite (now'thin bands of silty clay)
are present from 17-38 feet. Hard fresh quartzite was intersected from 38 to
100 feet from the surface, and slightly weathered phyllite with interbedded
bands of quartzite below this-dePth. -

Several auger holes bred in the - costean on the southern abutment
(Plate 9) near grid reference 70N, 100W (Plate 8) showed complete decompos-
ition of the schist to a soft blue silty clay. The holes were augered to a
depth of 6 feet and the water table was intersected within a foot of the
surface.

•





Drilling has shewn that weathered rock of poor compressive strength,
as indicated by broken core ani a fairly high care loss, is present between a
depth of 0-38 feet in this zone; strong fresh rook of high compressive strength
is below the weathered roek. The permeebility of the rock in DDH1 was found to
range from low to moderate (001 to 0.6 g.p.mo/linear foot at 50 p.s.i.) to a
depth of from 0•85 feet fiem the surf acs (Plate 10), and to increase to a high
fracture permeability belew this depth (Tab:ie 3). The zone may prove critical
in the design of a dam and it is suggested that a test pit be sunk at grid
point 505 60W (Plate 8), to a depth of 10 or 15 feet. Undisturbed samples of
the weathered rook should be taken for laboratory determination of the
compressive strength, shear strength and permeability. Some seepage of ground
water would be expected into this pit during the early part of the year.

A low velocity zone has been outlined (Andrew, 1964) to the east of
geophysical pegs /*'9 A8, D10, C12 (Plate 8). Geological mapping and subsequent
drilling indicates that the zone probably marks the contact of the Acacia Gap
Tongue with the Golden Dyke Formation; along the oontaot the rook is sheared
and high water loss occurred during permeability testing. The strata are
almost certainly deeply weathered and weak. Se7sral test pits should be sunk
to a depth of at least 10 feet and undisturbed samples of rock taken, as above.
Plate bearing tests would also be valuable. It is suggested that 'pits be sunk
at 75K 75E and 475N 50E0

Construction Materials near Darwin River DamrAte
Earth Miterials

A programme of augering and mapping was conducted to determine if
suitable construction materials are available within an economic distance of
the dam site. The investigation involved seventy five holes totalling 947feet of augering, and gee'e 4 cal mapping within a radius of three miles of the
proposed damsite (see^4). Grid lines A9 B, C and D were surveyed and
augered (Plate 5).•

Erosion of weathered Rum Jungle Granite, which had decomposed to
• Clay and coarse grains of quartz, has supplied mueh of the alluvium along the

Darwin River. Granite crops out three miles south-east of the damsite and it
is considered that deposits of weathered granite, fer. impervious core material,
oould probably be leoated within a mile to ths south east of Grid A on further
prospecting and augering.

Small pockets of coarse-grained sand, with olay, were found at Grid
A, less than three miles upstream from the dam site; the material, however,
proved to be . noneoniform in texture and to be intercalated with fine silty
clay. Farther downstream, at Grid B, deposits of sandy clay and silty clay
predominate. The beds intertongue and are about ten feet thick; they were
formed by flooding of the Darwin River over alluvial flats. Auger .holes on
grids A and B are at 300 foot centres and are considered insufficient to prove
reserves; for this purpose it would be necessary to auger at 100-foot or 50-
foot centres (Plate 7). Caaoolations in this report (Table 4) of possible
reserves assume continuity of the deposits to 100 feet on either side of the
baseline of the grid. This assumption may not be valid, and the estimates
given must be considered with caution until further augering has been completed.

Much of the region to the east of the damsite is covered by a
veneer of ferruginous detritus (ferricrete) generally several feet deep. The
detritus has been augered at a point half a mile to the south of theldam site
at Grid D 2 where it consists of ferroginous pisolites^inch across) with a
matrix of quartz sand and ferruginous silt (Plats 5)

2 and overlies plasticgreen clays. The material is of low compressive strength but may be suitable
for road surfacing material.

No instrumental field or laboratory . tests were carried out on the
materials described above; testing may show them, or some of them, to be
unsuitable.
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The countryside upstream of the proposed dam site is flat to gently
undulating, and during the period from mid-November to March is subject to
flooding. The augering for this report was completed at the end of the 'dry
season' before heavy falls of rain had affected ground water conditions.
Even then the water table was found to lie at about 10 feet below the ground
surface, Excessive seepage of groundwater may occur in the pits. A study
of the fluctuations of the water table at prospective pit localities, along
the river flats, is desirable.

Rock Materials 

Quartzite has been quarried by the Royal Australian Air Force within
a mile of the proposed damsite, for use in aerodrome construction (Plate 5).
The quarry has now been abandoned; a camp with water, sewerage, workshop
facilities and railway siding, are still available. Run-of-quarry quartzite
contains much pyrite. Use as concrete aggregate would involve selective
quarrying and close quality control. It should be suitable as rock fill..

Quartzite scree up to several feet deep occurs near the dam site;
it is composed of rather 'blocky' pieces of quartzite up to 12 inches across. ,
Quartzite scree should be tested with pits or costeans l. to determine the nature
of the material and possible reserves. The material is probably suitable for
rip-rap or the outer zones of an earth dam.

SADDLE AREAS

First Saddle (Plate 16)

A prominent ridge composed of metasediments of the Acacia Gap Tongue
extends southwards from the damsite. The saddle area is a shallow depression
in the ridge 1.7 miles to the south.

The top of the ridge is more than 25 feet higher than the centre
of the depression. The saddle is about 1000 feet wide at a reduced level of 150
feet (Darwin Town Datum).

Ge_al_o_sz

Interbedded quartzite and phyllite of the Acacia Gap Tongue are
present along the ridge and on both sides of,the saddle area. The Saddle
area is covered by a - veneer of soil and rock detritus, and lacks outcrops.
From the few sparse outcrops of quartzite mapped (Plate 16) it was not
possible to determine the dip and strike of the meta-sediments; there was
no surface evidence of f'ulting in the saddle area.

Diamond drilling jid  per.eability testing (see Appendices 2 and 3)
1

A vertical diamond drill hole, designated drillhole 13, to a depth
of 75 feet, was sited on geophysical peg 13. The strata intersected during
drilling consist of soil from 0-5 feet, weathered quartzite from 5-27 feet,
weathered phyllite and quartz phyllite from 27-50 feet, and qurtzite from 50-
75 feet.

The hole was tested for permeability in approximately ten-foot
sections. Details of the method and equipment are given in Table 2. Two zones
of high water loss were encountered: in the section 6'6" to 18'6" the loss
was 2.9 gpm/foot with no back pressure, and from 18 1 4" to 324" the loss
represented a calculated permeability of 1600 feet/Year. The loss of water may
have been along soft disintegrating bands of quartzite, present in the hard
silicified quartzite and quartz phyllite from 5-50 feet. The meta-sediments
were found to have a low permeability below 32 feet depth, which is about 9
feet below top water level if water were ponded to a depth of 70 feet at the
dam site.



Geo2preiee

The geophysioal repert (Andrew . , 1964) 'indicates that weathered
rock, with a sedemie velety of 6300 feet/see, is cirerlain by 7-13 feet of
unconsolidated materiad, ard extends to a depth of 72 feet near the centre
of the saddle. Elseml.ere the depth te fresh rock ranges from 30-86 feet.

Seil and unconsolidated mateeeia (1500 feet/sec.) was inter-
sected in the d:eiiihele from C-5 feet, and fresh Quartzite (15,000 feet/sec.,)
at 30 feet. The corresponding depths at 13, obtained geophysioally, are
given by Andrew as 1 I feet and 51 feet respectively.

Second. Sadd.l.s

The second saddle is a flat area at the southern end of the
ridge of Acacia Gap meta-sediments, about 2.7 miles, from the dam site.

GecCiogival mapping haa shown that same small outcrops of
pisolitic laterite (fe=derete) are to be foend near the geophysical base

. line; the area is otherwise covered by a eeil mantle.

The seismfee survey has shown that weathered rock, with a seismic
velocity of between 4500-7000 feet/sec. extenis to a depth greater than 120
feet. Further topegraphie mapping is required to determine the terrain
configuration and lengths of poseible leakage paths before exploratory
drilling can be recommended.

POYDAGE DAMEITES

General

Consideration has been given to a small pondage dam no more•
than 25 feet high. and 400 feet long, about seven miles to the north of the
main dam site. The pondage dam would increase the total storage capacity,
aid a further 29 square miles to the eatchment area and, more importantly,•
reduce the length of pips line to Darwin.

Two alternative sites, about t're-ee miles south-west of Berry
Springs, have been investigated by ge*legloal and geophysical surveys . , and
by three shallow diamond drill holes. The region. between Berry Springs and
the lowerlDarwdiA. River has been geologically mapped by Barclay and Crohn
(1963). Most c ^region. is °eve:red by recent deposits of ferricrete
which obscures the underlying gsolcgy except in river and creek sections.
Lower Proterezoic rocks, consisting of steeplyedipping light-grey shale and
siltstone with lesser amounts of chert, lewegrad• hornfels and spotted schist,
were found to crop *ut near Berry Springs and in the Darwin River near its
confluence with the Bledmere River. The sediments probably belong to the
Golden Dyke Formation and were found to the north of a line from Berry Springs
to the pondage dam sites.

To the south of this :ine sendstone 2 probably Upper Proterozoic
Dept Creek Sandstone (5, member of the Beldiva Formation) unoonformably
overlies older seiimerts. The sandstone crops out along the Darwin River
between the upper and lower pondage dam sites ani is a pale medium-grained,
silicified quartz sandstone. To the east of Berry . Springs the formation is
white ana friable.

eThe bedding dips.between 17 and 4. e; south-west at the lower
pondage site and is appEseently almost sue-horizontaa at Berry Springs;
the suecession seems te be mere then 100 feet thiek.



Limestone underlies the sandstone at and near Berry Springs.
Three circular stink boles ; the largest 40 feet in diameter and 7 feet-deeP 9

were recorded by Barclay and Crohn (1963). Dolomite was intersected in
several holes drilled by Water Resources Branch east of Berry Springs..
Water samples taken from Berry Springs and Darwin River indicated that the
streams had passed through lime-rich strata; they had hardness equivalents
of 200 parts per million calcium carbonate.

Jaketr_Staily,e_ttite A (Plate 2 9 Fig. 1 and Plate 17)
Geolaa

Proterozoic

Pale pink quartzite, thought to belong to the Depot Creek Sand-
stone Member, crops out on the southern abutment of the pondage dam site

One large outcropping :block of quartzite on the southern abutment, about
30 feet across, comprises nearly all of the exposed Proterozoic bedrock.

Several small outcrops of ferruginous conglomerate are found both
upstream of the :site and downstream near the old Bynoe road.

Recent

River gravel is present along the river flats near the pondage
dam site and extends for more than ten feet up the river bank. The gravel
is varied in composition and size range; rounded pebbles of conglomerate
and quartzite, up to 4 inches across, are common and several large boulders
of conglomerate, up to 3 feet across, have been observed.

Foundation rock

Two diamond drill holes have been drilled into poor quality rock
at site A. Hole DD17 was drilled to a depth of 50 feet, through 17 feet of
clay, then through clay with rare bands of quartzite and crystalline phosphate
rook. Hole DD9 was drilled to 20 feet in hard quartzite with interbedded
clay (weathered rock), much of which is phosphatic. Core loss was high in
both holes (about 50A) and indicates the broken nature of the rock.. Much of
the core can be crushed with the fingers. The clay present may be a type
that expands markedly in saturation with water (see Appendix 19 FN145626)1,

The geophysical survey has indicated a profile of weathered rock
(seismic velocity . 4000 to 6500 ft/sec.) ranging in depth from 15 to 62 feet.

Permeability testitto'

The strata were tested over ten-foot test sections and found to
have very low permeability (see Appendix 2). For details of the test pro-
cedure see Table 2.

Diamord drilling

Two vertical diamond drill holes, DD17 and 19 9 were drilled to test
foundation oonditions at the upper pondage site. They are located on the
geophysical grid (Andrew, 1964) on the north and south banks respectively of
the Darwin River.

DD17 was completed at a,depth of 50'4". No. 19, scheduled to 25' 9

was terminated at 204" after hard quartzite was encountered at 19'6".

Detritus and rare outcrops near the drill sites consist mainly of
hard pink quartzite, oommonly containing angular quartz fragments up . to.3
inches in. Eiemeter. The quartzite may be a part of the Depot Creek Sandstone
Member of Upper Proterozoic age.



The core from each hole revealed only minor amounts of hard
. quartzite at depth 9 the bulk of the material being a weathered reek consist-
ing of stiff clay and angular quartz fragments. The quartzite and weathered
rock.are probably alteration products of the same source rock 9 produced by
silicification and weathering respectively. They commonly react positively
to the field test for phosphate 9 and soft 9 crystalline phosphate rock occurs
in DD17 from 258" - 10 1 6".

Water pressure tests conducted over sections approximately 10 feet
long showed that the strata are tight and impermeable no fault zones 9 were
recorded. The water level in DD7 stood at 4 on 22nd April 9 1964 9 but
dropped to 7'6" by 5th May 9 1964 9 whereas in DD19 the standing water level
was 1 below the surface throughout the period of drilling.

Leah ...2.4of water from e reservoir

There are no obvious springs or areas of seepage in the immediate
vicinity of the dam site. A small spring was noticed 4 miles upstream of the
dam site.

Water pressure tests completed in diamond drill holes DD19 and
DD17 show the strata to be impermeable.

Geophysical seismic traverses showg

(a) Probably no major fault zones cross the pondage dam axis.

(b) A change in seismio velocity 9 from 8000 to 12 2 000 ft/sec. 9

is present at a depth of about 120 feet.

This seismic boundary may correspond to an unconformity between
the Upper and Lower Proterozoic 9 and could be a zone of leakage 9 depending on
the nature and attitude of the boundary. As the pressure of impounded water

• pa the pordage dam would be lew 9 this zone is not considered as a serious
risk.

There is no geological evidence to suggest that a serious loss
of water would ocour 9 on building a small pendage dam at Site A.

Assessment of the site

(1) The maxim= height of the pcndage dam would possibly be
22 feet.

(2) The storage area would be small.

(3) Diamond drilling has indicated that weathered rock and clay
are present to a depth of 50 feet in the northern abutment
at DJD7 and 20 feet in the southern abutment at DD19.. The
rock is of low strength and some could be crushed with the
fingers.

(4) Seismic testing has shown that the weathered zone is continuous
across the site and the depth is in excess of 30 feet.

(c) The strata intersected by the diamond drill holes were found
to be tight and impermeable. No faults or fracture zones
were encountered..

(6) The sits appears suitable for an earth dam 9 provided expanding
clay does not create serious problems and a suitable spill-
way could be provided at economic cost. To increase any

•



leakage path and enhance the soundness of the abutments a
deep slot should be cut in each bank and replaced by fill
material.

(7) No sampling or testing of possible construction materials
was undertaken; this would need toJbe done. Possibly the
material at the site would be suitable. Field and
laboratory testing of the abutments, and of the foundations
to determine properties of the material present and the
required depth of excavation, would be needed.

Lower Ponda e Site ._ (Plate 2, Fig 2 and Plate 19)

Geo:12gy

pater Proterozoic

A pale pink silicified sandstone, thought to belong to the Depot
. Creek Sandstone Member of the Buldiva Formation, crops out for several
hundred yards along the Darwin River at the pondage site. The sandstone is
medium-grained, strong and hard, and prominently bedded; some bedding panes
are ripple marked.. The bedding strikes at about 090 °M and dips about 20

- south.

Small lenses of sandstone breccia are to be.found in the success-
ion (Plate 2, Fig. 2). The lenses are rather irregular and cannot be traced

• as a continuous zone for any distance. Angular pieces of pale pink sandstone
are bonded to form a fairly strong rook with a matrix of quartz sand and
silica. It is not known whether the breccia is tectonic as a series of crush
zones, or .is a sedimentary feature formed by slumping of the beds during
sedimentation. The sandstone breccia may have low compressive strength and
high permeability, and should be tested in the appropriate manner.

quartz hematite breccia is exposed along a small creek section
several hundred yards to the northeast of the pondage site. The breccia
consists of large angular pieces of milk-white quartz in a matrix of hematite
and silt. The origin of the breocia is not known but it is probably
sedimentary,: rather than tectonic in origin.

\

River gravel with rounded pebbles of sandstone 1 and quartzite, up
to 4 inches across, is present along the river flat to the /east of the
pondage site, to a thickness of several feet.

Dia,mond

Diamond drill hole R11 was drilled to test foundation conditions
at the lower pondage site. It was sited on the geophysical grid (Andrew,
1960, on the southern bank of the river, and was drilled On a bearing of
036, at an angle of 45'' from the horizontal (Plate 19). The direction of
the drill hole is at right angles to the course of the river and the hole
was drilled to 100 1 4"-v atout 60 feet below river level.

The outcrops near the drill site consist of pink quartzite and
pink friable sandstone assigned tentatively to the Depot Creek Sandstone .
Member of Upper Proterozoic age. The ostrata dip to the south, commonly at
shallow angles - though dips up to 47' are recorded - and a zone of shattering
passes through the sits parallel to the strike of the beds.

Recent
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The drill core consists of pink quartzite to a vertical depth of
about 5 feet 2 below which is fawn sandstone to the end of the hole. The fawn
sandstone is commonly slightly friable and contains a number of very friable

• zones in which core leases were high. It is believed that the pink quartzite
is derived from the fawn sandstone by surface silicification, but core
recovery was not suffictent for the transition to be observed.

The bedding is generally inclined at about 60 0 to the axis of
the core 2 which is consistent 2 with the shallow southerly dips observed at
the surface. Minor shear zones were noted at inclined depths of 43'7" -
44', 475 - 48'6", 59'1"^59'6' (a minor fault at 10'j to the core axis) 2

71' - 71'6" (minor fault parallel to core axis), and 82'1" - 82'10". No
relation could be established between any of the minor shear zones observed
in the drill hole and the shear zone mapped on the surface.

Geoplysical sus-fey (Andrew 2 1964)

The contact between soil and weathered rock is given as approx-
imately 5 feet below the ground surface on the south abutment and 10 feet on
the north abutment. The base of the weathered rock is placed at 25-29 feet
along traverse Q on the north bank and 27-30 feet along traverse BH, at the
top of the south bank.

No interpretation is given of the nature of the rock and seismic
velocities beneath the Darwin River.

Permeability_LeLtIng

Water pressure tests were carried out over sections approximately
10 feet long. The greatest water loss was estimated to be 1.16 gallons per
minute per linear foot at a maximum gauge pressure of 33.9 pounds/square inch 2

in the section from 85' - 100'4. The fracture permeability of the sandstone
was found to increase with depth ) from a low rate near the surface. At a
vertical depth of 35 feet the permeability was less than 500 feet/year in the
south abutment 2 increasing to 1700 feet/year at a depth of 55'.

It was reported by the drilling supera .isor that water entered the
river during pressure testing of the section from 67'11" - 85 1 3" 2 which
indicates a relation between two of the minor shear zones (from 71' - 71 2 6"
and 82'1" - 82 1 109 and a possible shear in the river bed. The minor faults
dip northwards at about 45* .

The water pressure testing appears to indicate that leakage of
water from the pondage dam would take place directly beneaththe river. A 0

short diamond drill ho:e 2 length 75 feet bearing 216 and inclination of 45
sited at geophysical peg P10 would give information on the permeability of
the north abutment.

Joinetiac, of sandstone

The Depot Creek Sandstone(?) has namerous small 2 closely-spaced 2

joints. More than 150 measurements of joint planes from the southern abut-
ment are plotted on the bottom hemisphere of a Wulffnet in Plate 3. The
stereogram indicates that the joint planes are almost random in orientation.

The intersection of vertical joint planes with the shallowly
dipping (20 degrees) bedding plane, gives an unusual 'blocky' appearance to
the rock.

WateLetlagtIess of reservoir

Water pressure testing of the foundations has shown a significant
permeability direotly beneath the river. Farther testing by means of another
drill hole from the north abutment to intersect Rh I beneath the river is
required if a complete assessment is needed.
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Blanket grouting of a narrow area directly beneath the Darwin
River between geophysical pegs P11 and R11 may be necessary to seal the
foundations. It is not anticipated that serious leakage will occur at a
higher level on the abutments at the Q and BH seismic traverse.

Quartz hematitic breccia is exposed several hundred yards to the
north-east of the site,, and in the storage area. The formation is likely to
be permeable, however the trend of outcropping rock is not transcurrent to
the reservoir, and serious leakage along this zone seems unlikely.

Assessment of the site 

(1) The maximum height of the pondage dam would be about 25 feet;
total storage area would be greater than for site A.

(2) Friable slightly weathered sandstone was intersected from
5' to 50' depth below the river. Adequate foundations for
a concrete structure should be found at a depth of roughly
5-15 feet.

(3) Thorough grouting of the foundations and abutments would be
necessary.

(4) Silicified sandstone and quartzite at the site should prove
suitable as concrete aggregate.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

DAM SITE

(1) The investigation to date has not fully elucidated the geology of
the damsite, or fully proved the suitability of the site for the erection of
a dam. However it is thought that, subject to the qualifications given below,
a dam - preferably of rock fill or earth construction - could be constructed
at reasonable cost.

The maximum feasible height of the dam has not yet been established.

(2) Schist and quartzite interbeds of the Acacia Gap Tongue have been
intersected by diamond drill holes 2 and 3 to a reduced level of -10 feet;
below this is prominently cleaved carbonaceous pyritic siltstone of the Golden
Dyke Formation (Plate 13). The quartzite is resistant to weathering, hard
and strong, and is silicified at the surface. Weathering near the surface
has resulted in a leaching of the schist and partial replacement by iron
oxides (lateritization); at depth there are many zones of almost complete
decomposition to a soft pale blue silty clay.

(3) An examination of the site has shown that the strata have been
subjected to intense deformation and have been folded into isoclinal over-
turned folds, with shearing, quartz veining along the bedding, and boudin
structures (see Plate 1 Fig. 1 and 2). Diamond drilling at close centres
would be required to determine a complete geological interpretation of the
foundations.

(4) A seismic survey of the dam site by the Geophysical Branch (Andrew,
1964) has indicated a low velocity zone in the southern abutment (see Plate 8).
Diamond drilling at DDH1. has shown that weathered rock extends from a depth
of 0-38 feet and slightly weathered hard quartzite is present from 38-100
feet. The rock has low to moderate permeability from 0-85 feet in depth
(see Plate 10). A test pit should be sunk to a depth . of 15 feet at 50$ 60W
and samples taken for laboratory testing.
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• (5)^A seismic low velocity zone was outlined to the east of the dam
site by Andrew (1964)(see Plate 8). Detailed geological mapping and diamond
drilling has indicated that the zone probably represents the contact between
the Acacia Gap Tongue and the Golden Dyke Formation. The formation contact
was intersected at a depth of about 90 feet from the surface in DDH2 and 3.
Shear and fracture zones were intersected at the base of the Acacia Gap Tongue
near the formation contact 9 and the strata are highly permeable (see Table
3; Plate 13). The fracture and shear zones appear to be stratigraphically
and structurally controlled along the contact and to reflect differing
responses to stress by rocks of different mechanical properties.

As the formation contact is fractured and is almost certainly of
weathered weak rodk 9 and is within a hundred feet of the proposed axis of the
dam 9 two pits should be sunk to test the rock. It is suggested that pits be
sunk to a depth of at least ten feet at 75N 9 75E and 475N 9 50E 9 and samples
of rock be taken for laboratory testing.

The Golden Dyke - Acacia. Gap Formation contact extends for more
than two miles along the eastern periphery of the reservoir area and there
may be permeable fracture zones along the contact (Plate 5)0 The possibility
requires further investigation.

(6) Several shear and fracture zones have been intersected in diamond
drill holes DDH2 and 3 between a reduced level of +30 feet to —30 feet and
-60 feet to -80 feet. High water losses were encountered in these sections
(see Table 3; Plates 10 2 11 9 12)n

An inclined 9 water pressure tested 9 diamond drill hole (50 °E),
150 feet long 9 should be drilled at 175N 25W near the centre of the river to
intersect the zones of high water loss DE 9 GH 9 F and. I (Table 3) and show
if the zones extend vertically to the surface beneath the river. The hole
would also give information on the depth of alluvium in the river.

(7) Grouting the foundations of the dam will be costly and difficult.
The interbedded soft and very hard rock is difficult and expensive to drill.
The strata of the foundations does not stand in sections greater than ten
feet for any period of time in drill holes.

A high percentage of pyrite (i%-3%) was found to be present in
the strata. The pyrite is concentrated in weathered zones of schist.
Chemical reaction with the cement grout is possible in places in the zone of
oxidation during fluctuations of the water table. A non-reactive chemical
grout would be preferable to cement.

Materials for the construction of a dam of earth 9 rock 9 or
concrete should be obtainable within the distance of economic transport with
further prospecting and proving. This opinion is based on field observations
only and is subject to the normal testing of the prospective materials.

SADDLE .AREAS

First Saddle (Plate 16)

(9)^A diamond drill hole (I3) placed near the centre of the saddle
area has shown that quartzite and phyllite interbeds of the Acacia Gap
Tongue underlie the saddle; they are covered by a thin veneer of Recent
soil and rock detritus. There is no geological evidence for permeable
Cretaceous sediments in the saddle as suggested by Andrew (1964). For a dam
with top water level about 70 feet above present river level some treatment

• of the oaddle to prevent water leakage may be necessary, but no serious
difficulties should be encountered.

Second Saddle

(10)^Small outcrops of ferricrete were found near the geophysical
base line; the area is otherwise covered with a mantle of soil. Further
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topographic mdk?„?.ng is required to determine
of possible leakage paths before exploratory

P.■

terrain configuration and lengths •
drilling can be recommended.

PONDAGE DAMSITES

(11) Two shallow diamond drill holes sited on the abutments of Pondage
Damsite A have indicated that the rock consists of clay with rare bands of
quartzite and crystalline phosphate rock. Water pressure testing of the
holes has shown that the strata have a very low permeability.

(12) Diamond drilling at Pondage Damsite B (R11) has shown that friable,
slightly weathered, sandstone extends from 5-50 feet in depth beneath the
river and would provide adequate foundations for a concrete or rock.fill dam.
However extensive grouting of the foundations and abutments would be necessary.

(13)^Provided the pondage capacity is adequate at the upper
and the clay proves to be satisfactory, Site A is to be preferred
because of the lesser permeability of the foundations. It may be
to cut a deep slot in each bank at Site A and replace the clay by
to enhance the soundness of the abutments.

site A l

to site B.
necessary
fill material
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APPENDIX I

Petrography of specimens of core from the Darwin
River damsiteen4 pondage sites, N.T.

by

W. Oldershaw

Fourteen samples of core from three diamond drill holes at the
Darwin River damsite were submitted for petrographic examination.^The
country rocks are low grade metamorphics - quartzite and quartz-sericite
schist - which were probably originally interbedded sandstone and carbon-
aceous pyritic siltstone. The rocks have been metamorphosed, folded and
cleaved. The sandstone was converted to quartzite, and the siltstone was
converted to pyritic carbonaceous quartz-sericite schist. Some quartz
veins were injected and some pyrite veinlets emplaced.

All the samples contain pyrite. The pyritein the argillaceous
beds occurs as disseminated minute cubes, blebs and veinlets, whereas the
pyrite in the arenaceous beds occurs as large cubes, up to 5mm across, and
veins. Possibly the pyrite in the argillaceous beds is syngenetic and
some of it migrated into the more porous interbedded arenaceous beds during
tectonic deformation. Pyrite slowly oxidizes to limonite and sulphuric
acid in the presence of water and oxygen. These will react with the alkalis
in the cement used in concrete foundations and in grouting unless sulphate-
resistant cements are used.

The high content of small granules of carbonaceous material in
the schists may be deleterious. It may inhibit good bonding between the
crumbly parts of the rock and any cement grouting.

F.N. 145614
^

T.S.R. 14483 Drillhole DD1, depth 143 feet

The sample is a small fragment, half an inch across, of dark
grey fine-grained quartzite. The quartzite contains scattered cubes of
pyrite upto 0.2 inches across which comprise about 5 percent of thej.ock.

Under the microscope the rock is seen to consist of interlocking
crystals of quartz about 002mm, across, though a few are 0.5mm. across. The
quartz crystals have smooth boundaries; there is no suturing and few strain
shadowa. The rock contains scattered ragged flakes of muscovite, some of
which has been altered to penninite along the cleavage. Some of the grains
of quartz have thin selvedges of granular carbon, probably a relict of the
old bedding structure.

a

i■N.1
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A^P.N. 145615^T.S.R. 14484^Drillhole DD1 2 depth 145feet

The specimen consists of small fragments of crumbly black schista
crowded with pyrite which makes up 30 percent of the rock.

Under the microscope the rock is seen to consist of thin bands of
quartzite separated by thicker bands of well-foliated carbonaceous quartz-
sericite schist.

The quartzits consists of closely packed grains of quartz, 0.2mm
across, and interstitial granules of carbon and flakes of sericite. The
quartzite is crowded with crystals of pyrite 1 to 2 mm. across.

The schist consists of lenses, arranged parallel to one another,
of fine-grained granular quartz; highly stressed elongate grains of quartz;
groups of parallel flakes of sericite and chlorite; opaque masses of carbon,
and minute grains of pyrite. The well-marked foliation parallel to the
macroscopic banding is intersected at an angle of about 30 degrees by a
later shear foliation.

^F.N. 145616^T.S.R. 14485^Drillhole DD1, depth 153 feet.

The sample cOnsists of a fragment of dark grey quartzite, 1.5
inches . across, crowded with cubes of pyrite which comprise about 10 percent
of tha rock.

Under the microscope the rock is seen to consist of interlocking
grains of quartz, ranging from 0.1mm. to 1mm. across, scattered flakes of
muscovite, grains of pyrite and sparse interstitial siderite. The grains
of quartz have smooth boundaries, but some of the larger grains may be
porphyroblasts. The flakes of muscovite occur in the interstices between
the grains of quartz and comprise 5 to 10 percent of the rock. The muscovite
is fresh but ragged and in places appears to invade contiguous quartz groj.Lf::
Some muscovite appears to have been altered to penninite along the cleavage

•

^

^planes. The pyrite occurs as cubes upto 2mm. across. The margins of some
quartz grains are marked by wisps of carbon.

F.N. 145617^T.S.R. 14486^Drillhole DD1, depth 182 feet.

The sample, a one-inch length of core, is a fine-grained black
schist with thin bands of pyrite parallel to the foliation and thin vein-
lets of pyrite intersecting the foliation. Examination under reflected
light did not reveal any sulphide other than pyrite.

Under the microscope the rock was found :to consist of masses of
opaque carbonaceous material, cubes and veinlets of pyrite, ovoid grains of
quartz, flakes of sericite and chlorite, all set in a mosaic of fine-grained
quartz. The flaky minerals are orientated parallel to a thin composition
banding, which may be bedding or an early metamorphic foliation. This
banding is intersected at an angle of about 20 degrees by a shear foliation.
Pyrite occurs as cubes scattered through the rock, in layers parallel to
the composition banding, and as irregular veinlets intersecting the banding.

Ati

„
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^F.N. 145618^T.S.R. 14487,^Drillhole DD2 depth 52 feet

The specimen is a two-inch core of contorted pyritic,
carbonaceous, quartz schist.

Under the microscope the thin-section was found to consist of
a - tosaic of interlocking grains of quartz, 0.1 - 1mm. across, which make up
80 percent of the rock, wisps of orientated fresh ragged flakes of muscovite-,
and bands and veinlets of pyrite. The lenses of mica contain lenticles and
trails of small granules of opaque carbonaceous material. The bands of
quartzite contain parallel flakes of muscovite and trails of minute granules
of carbon.

The pyrite occurs as cubes, lenses and veinlets in the quartzose
bands and comprises 10-15 percent of the rock.

^

F.N. 145619
^

T.S.R. 14488^Drillhole DD2 depth-t03-Teei

The sample is a two-inch fragment of dark grey quartzite
containing scattered cubes of pyrite, 1mm. across, which form about 5 percent
of the rock.

Under the microscope the rock is seen to consist of anhedral
interlocking grains of quartz, from 0.1 to 0.5mm. across, with interstitial
granular carbonaceous material and flakes of chlorite (penninite). The
quartz grains do not have sutured margins, but are highly strained.
Examination of the sulphide under reflected light showed it to consist
entirely of pyrite.

^

P.N. 145620^T.S.R. 14484^Drillhole DD2 depth 133 feet

The sample is a two-inch fragment of folded pyritic, carbon-
aceous, quartz-send -be schist.

Under the microscope the rock is seen to consist of bands of
quartzite, crowded with -Cubes of pyrite 1 to 2mm. across., and bands of
carbonaceous quartz-sericite schist. Some of the grains of quartz in the
quartzite are granulated, many show strain shadows, but none have sutured
margins. The quartz in the bands of schist occurs both as lenticular
poikiloblastic crystals, upto 0.5mm long and crowded with flakes of sericite
and wisps of carbon, and as small elongate granules. The sericite occurs
as small, straight, ragged flakes parallel to the banding of the rock. The
banding of the rock is also marked by wisps and trails of carbon. There is
a well marked late-stage crinkle-jointing parallel to the axial plane of
the minor fold visible in the thin-section.

F.N. 145621^T.S.R. 14490 .^Drillhole DD2 depth 201* feet

The specimen, a two-inch long piece of core, is a pyritic,
carbonacSous, sericite-quartz schist. Examination of a polished section shows
the sulphide to consist of cubes and lenses of pyrite, 0.2 to 0.5mm. across,
disseminated through the rock and along the foliation.

Under the microscope the rock is seen to consist of a mosaic of
poikiloblastic crystals of quartz, less than 0.1mm across and comprising 60
percent of the rock, crowded with parallel trails of minute specks of carbon
and containing randomly orientated flakes of sericite less than 0.05mm. long.
The bigger grains of pyrite occur in the bands of coarse-grained quartz.
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^

F.N. 145622
^

T.S.R. 14491^Drillhole DD2 depth 242 feet

The specimen is a fragment of white quartz ; two inches long,
with a little pyrite and some brown stains and green stains along the cracks
in the quartz.

Under the microscope the thin-section is seen to consist of
irregularly shaped crystals of quartz upto 10mm. across. The crystals
show intricate strain shadows and have sutured margins. The quartz
crystals are crowded with groups and trails of minute inclusions and gas
bubbles. The thin-section contains a few wisps .and irregularly shaped
masses, upto 5mm. long, of minute clay minerals with extensive iron-staining
and silicification. Pyrite occurs as irregularly shaped masses, upto lmm.
across, in the wisps of clay minerals and as thin veinlets in the quartz
crystals.

^

F.N. 145623^T.S.R. 14492^Drillhole DD3 depth 111 feet

The specimen, a two-inch length of core, is a dark grey
quartzite containing minute specks of pyrite scattered along the fracture
planes.

Under the microscope the rock is seen to consist of interbedding
granules of quartz, about 0.2mm. across, and scattered larger grains upto 1mm.
across. The larger grains have markedly irregular boundaries and may be
glomeroporphyroblasts. Some rounded grains with irregular pellicles of
secondary quartz were found. Calcite occurs as irregularly shaped interstitial
masses and forms 5-10 percent of some parts of the rock. Chlorite, both
penninite and clinochlore, forms interstitial masses and also occursas
scattered flakes between the grains of quartz. Granules of graphite occur
in the interstices between the grains of quartz and as thin wisps through the
rook. Cubes of pyrite, 0.2mm. across, are scattered through the rock and
form less than one percent of the thin-section.

^

F.F. 145624^T.S.R. 14493^Drillhole DD3 depth 183 feet .

The specimen, a one-inch fragment of core, is a well-foliated
carbonaceous quartz-sericite schist, crowded with small pods of pyrite that
are elongated parallel to the foliation and form about five percent of the
rock.

Under the microscope the rook is seen to consist of small
parallel flakes and wisps of sericite, scattered through a mosaic of intergrown,
irregularly-shaped, elongate crystals of quartz ; less than 0.05mm. long and
crowded with granules of carbon.

Examination of a polished section shows the sulphide to be
entirely pyrite. It occurs as cubes, prisms and blebs 0.2 to 1mm. long,
scattered along the foliation planes.
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^F.N. 145625^T.S.R. 14494
^

Drillhole DD3 depth 230 feet
^4

The specimen, a half-inch length of core, is' black, carbonaceous,
quartz-sericite schist.

Under the microscope the rock is seen to consist of bands of
fine-grained granular quartz alternating with bands of interlocking,
irregular-shaped, crystals of quartz (0.05mm. across) with diffuse margins
and crowded with granules of graphite and flakes of sericite. The flakes
of sericite are parallel and intersect the composition banding at an angle
•of about 30 degrees.- Some of the irregularly shaped grains of quartz are
elongated parallel to the sericite flakes. The original rock appears to
have been extensively recrystallised and to have had a cleavage imposed
upon it.

Pyrite comprises 3 to 5 percent of the rock and occurs as cubes
and blebs scattered through the rock; the cubes and blebs are larger in the
more quartzose bands than elsewhere.

^

P.N. 145626^T.S.R. 14495
^

Drillhole DD17 depth 26 feet

The specimen, a one-inch length of core, is a crumbly, porous,
pale grey and pink breccia. It gives a positive reaction to tests for

. phosphate. It effervesces in dilute hydrochloric acid and most of it
dissolves, leaving a residue of red clay and quartz. On immersion in water
the breccia breaks up into a mass of colourless fragments of calcite and
quartz and red clay.

Some difficulty was encountered in making a thin-section of the
•rock. The thin-section consists of fragments of calcite of various shapes
and sizes, set in a matrix of clay which is crowded with granules of quartz,
hematite, limonite, and epidote. The phosphate-bearing mineral was not
recognised.

This rock requires further examination. •The clay may be one of
the montmorillonite group - the expanding clays- and the source of the
phosphate needs investigation.

^

P.N. 145627^T.S. 14496
^

Drillhole DD17 depth 36 feet

The sample, a two-inch length of core, consists of rounded fragments
of quartz, 1 to 10 mm. across, set in a red silicified sandy matrix.

Under the microscope the large fragments of quartz are seen to
consist of several interlocking crystals, upto 2mm. across, with strain
shadows and sutured margins. Some fragments consist of quartzite composed of
interlocking grains of quartzA.2mm. across. The large fragments of quartz
and quartzite have smooth rounded margins. These fragments are set in a
matrix of irregularly shaped grains of quartz l 0.1 to 0.2mm. across, cemented
together by a limonitic silica cement. Patches of colourless kaolin flakes
.occur in some of the interstices in the matrix. Many of the fragments of quartz
and the small grains Of quartz contain trails of minute unidentified inclusions.
Some contain minute inclusions of limonite and twisted ribbons of rutile.

The rock is a silicified limonitic quartzite breccia.



APPENDIX 2 

GEOLOGICAL LOGS OF DRILL  HOLES

For locations of drill holes see:

Damsite drillholes — Nos. 1, 2 and 3 - Plate 8

Saddle drillhole — 13 — Plate 16

Pondage site A drillholes — Nos 17 & 19 — Plate 17

Pondage site B drillhole — R11 — Plate 19

For calculation of water pressure test results see Appendix 30
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APPENDIX 3 

WATER PRESSURE TEST RESULTS

The key to the symbols in the column headings of the water
pressure test result sheets is as follows:

* measured along the inclination of the hole.

$ t.se 1 — when water table is below the test section

use 2 —^II^It
^

" above "
^

II^H

+ Factor e for head loss is read from standard graphs.

For location of drillholes 1 9 2 & 3 (damsite) — see Plate 8

13^(1st saddle)^"^"^16

17 & 19 (pondage site
A)^ 17

R11 (pondage site B)^"
^

19

11







































PLATE 1.

Fig. 1

Darwin River Dam Site — Railway cutting, northern face. Interbeds of
schist and quartzite are contorted into a recumbent anticlinal fold,
plunging to the south-west at 35 degrees.

Fig. 2

Darwin River R.A.A.F. quarry. Interbeds of quartzite and schist have been
folded into a tight anticlinal structure; the axis of the fold plunges
30°S.



PLATE 2 

Fig. 1

Upper Pondage Site A — southern abutment. Sandstones of the Depot Creek
Sandstone Member (?) have been silicifed to a closely jointed pale pink
orthoquartzite. Seismic evidence indicates deep weathering at the site.

Fig. 2

Lower Pondage Site B — northern abutment. The Depot Creek Sandstone Member(?)
strikes at 090 and dips at approximately 20 ° to the south.^A lens of
sandstone breccia can be seen in pale pink closely jointed sandstone.



PLATE 3

DARWIN RIVER WATER STORAGE SCHEME

JOINT STEREOGRAM OF PONDAGE SITE B

0 c
w

0 Z

Poles of joint planes ore plotted^on^WuIlf net.

Bottom ttemisphere Projection
052/44/50

Bureau of Mineral Resources, Geology and ( Geophysics^August /965^ro accompany Record 1966/152
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